In the MS in Marketing Intelligence program at the Gabelli School of Business, students learn both quantitative and qualitative approaches to understanding consumer behavior. Using the latest in big data analytics, combined with creative insights, students are enabled to design and implement the value-creating strategies that today’s marketers need. Nearly 90% of MSMI graduates seeking employment have full-time jobs within 90 days of graduation.

- Hands-on learning with Salesforce
- Membership in American Marketing Association and invitations to its exclusive networking events
- Professional-level analytical project with real clients
- Practical training with SPSS, Tableau, and Excel analytical software
- Data-driven decision-making
- Digital marketing analytics
- Electives that can include data mining, advanced statistical methods, and predictive analytics
- Marketing analytics
- Marketing decision models
- Analyzing language of consumers
- Applied customer relationship management
- Consumer behavior
- Customer-driven marketing
- Electives that include: strategic branding, integrated marketing communications, luxury and fashion marketing
- Ethnographic consumer insights

Recent Employers of MSMI Graduates
Booz Allen Hamilton, Digitas, FCB, GroupM, McCann, MediaOne, NBC/Universal, Now This, Ogilvy Digital, Shutterstock, Universal McCann, Viacom, WPP

Career Paths
Brand Manager, Customer Experience Specialist/Manager, Customer Insights Manager, Data Scientist, Digital Marketing Analyst, Marketing Analyst, Marketing Consultant, Media Buyer, Media Strategist

Alumni Perspective
“The end-of-year consulting project allows you to lead a large team to success by implementing key lessons to solve your client’s complex, critical issues. I enjoyed working with team members from different academic backgrounds and cultures.”

Pawan “Raj” Rajaram, MSMI ’16
Data Scientist, IBM

Curriculum Highlights
Marketing Analytics
- Data-driven decision-making
- Digital marketing analytics
- Electives that can include data mining, advanced statistical methods, and predictive analytics
- Marketing analytics
- Marketing decision models

Developing Marketing Insights
- Analyzing language of consumers
- Applied customer relationship management
- Consumer behavior
- Customer-driven marketing
- Electives that include: strategic branding, integrated marketing communications, luxury and fashion marketing
- Ethnographic consumer insights

Student Population
Female 71%
Male 29%

GMAT Range (Mid-50%)
640-700

International Countries Represented
8

Number of International Companies That Work With MSMI Students in Applied Projects
8

Number of Career Development Workshops That MSMI Students Attend Throughout the Year
11
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